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COLLEGE OF HEALTH
1983 - 84
ANNUAL REPORT
Significant Events and Accomplishments of the Year
The

1983-84 academic year was one of growth and change for the

College of Health.

Enrollments in College programs continued to in-

crease, while the quality of the graduate has been maintained as
evidenced by the success of' scores on national registry and licensure
examinations.

Faculty in the College continued to improve the quality

of the curriculum and increase their research efforts.

It was during

1983-84 that the Dean resigned and an interim arrangement was made.
The College of Health increased in the number of majors and maintained the same level of student credit hours.

Table I shows by depart-

ment or program the major and minor headcounts, student credit hour
production, and graduates for Fall, 1983.

Table II shows by department

or program the major and minor head count, student credit hour production,
potential graduates for 1985, and the percentage passing the registry or
certifying exam of that discipline.
It is evident in Table II that the College of Health has produced
about the same amount of student credit hours in the Fall of 1983 and
the Fall of 1984.
in the College.

There has been a 9% increase in the number of majors
This is due to increasing the enrollments in Medical

Technology, Medical Record Administration, Respiratory Therapy and new
enrollments in the Master of Science in Health Science degree program.
The College of Health has continued to increase productivity in the
areas of research and publications.

Faculty in the College have published
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TABLE I
FALL, 1983

Headcount

Student
Credit Hours

Number of
Faculty (FTE)

Projected
Graduates
1983 - 84

Percent Passing
Registry or
Certifying Exams

Communicative
Disorders
BA

43

430

MA

34

230

Minor

15

112

2

3c

Pre.Prof.

34

5

18

N/A

16

N/A

Health
Sciences
N/A

3

MSHS
Medical Record
Administration

37

334

2

5

93%

Medical
Technology

83

276

3

12

100%

308

2,193

l3b

60

98%

Public
Health

20

183

0

0

0

Radiologic
Sciences

so

915

3

14

100%

Respiratory
Therapy

56

792

6

12

683

5,465

Nursing

TOTAL

34a

aExcludes Dean's line and two vacant Brevard lines
blncludes Brevard lines
cHealth Science minors
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TABLE II
FALL, 1984

Headcount

Student
Credit Hours

_.J

Number of
Faculty (FTE)

Projected
Graduates
1984 - 85

Percent Passing
Registry or
Certifying Exams

Communic~tive

Disorders
BA

38

389

5

MA

30

218

-0-

15 °

N/A

15

N/A

Health
Sciences
2a

4c

N/A

792

-0-

N/A

19/34

254

3

N/A

Medical Records
Administration

40

431

2

12

95%

Medical
Technology

77

369

3

15

100%

309

2,275

13b

55

97%

Radiologic
Sciences

61

405

3

15

92%

Respiratory
Therapy ·

54

369

6

20

87%

742

5,457

Minor

28

Pre. Prof.

52

MSHS/MPH

Nursing

TOTAL

a
b

c

Excludes Dean's line and vacant line
Includes Brevard lines
Health Sciences minors

37a,b

154
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nine articles in international journals, three articles in regional
journals, and completed two books or monographs.

Twelve presentations

were made by faculty at regional meetings and thirteen seminars were
conducted regionally by College faculty.

In addition, several faculty

have been involved in unsponsored research.
Program Achievements
Specific achievements of each program and department during 1983-84
are summarized.
Communicative Disorders
The 1983-84 year was one of some change for the Communicative Disorders
Department.

Dr. Dona Hedrick resigned as chairperson of the department;

however, worked with Dr. Elder as an associate chair.

A search for a new

chair was conducted through the year, although resulted in an unsuccessful
conclusion.

Dr. David Ingram was appointed as Interim Chairperson until

another search is conducted and a successful candidate found.

The faculty

have been involved in research, with four articles accepted for publication
in 1983-84, and four professional presentations made.
Health Sciences
Most significant in the year was the beginning enrollment in the
Master of Science in Health Sciences (MSHS) degree program.

At present

there are 16 graduate students and 27 post baccalaureate students awaiting
materials for conversion to graduate status.

The undergraduate health

science courses continued to be productive as taught by not only health
science faculty but also faculty from Medical Record Administration,
Radiologic Sciences, and Respiratory Therapy.
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Medical Record Administration
The Medical Record Administration Program was very successful in
the number of students on the Dean's list and the success rate of graduates
passing the Registry Examination with scores higher than the national
average.

The research efforts of the program have been quite good with

two articles having been published by one faculty member • . Productivity
has been maintained by offering a number of health science courses and increasing enrollment.
Medical Technology
The Medical Technology program continued to develop by revising the
curriculum, developing course objectives at a higher taxonomic level, and
adding an additional faculty member:

Dr. Michael Sweeney.

Graduates · of

the Medical Technology Program have been very successful on the national
certification examination, having a P-score well above the national mean
and a 100% passing rate.

.

The Medical Technology program has been very active

in research and publications with three · articles published, two articles
submitted for publication, and over 10 professional presentations made to
regional, national, and international meetings.

The program has had two

faculty involved in funded grants from both internal and external sources.
Nursing
The Nursing Department has continued to grow in the area of off-campus
offerings, numbers of majors, and research and publications by faculty.
The nursing program at Brevard employed two full time faculty and continues
to grow in number of students seeking a BSN.

In addition, the Nursing

Department began to work with interested students in the Daytona area also
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seeking the bachelors degree in Nursing.

The Nursing Department made

some substantial changes in curriculum which were approved by the Florida
Board of Nursing.

These changes basically expanded the students'

opportunity to explore specific areas of nursing, strengthen selected
courses, and correct problems in the credit-by-examination process for
RN's.

The Nursing Department faculty have been involved in research

activities as shown by the publication of one article, one textbook
contribution, and one manual.
pending.

Additionally, there are four manuscripts

Indeed every nursing faculty has been involved in one or more

sponsored or unsponsored research projects.

Faculty in the Nursing

Department have continued the Neonatal Nurse Clinician Certificate Program with 23 graduates in 1983-84.

Several grant proposals were also

submitted and are pending notification.
Radiologic Sciences
The Radiologic Sciences Program continued growth with the expan~ion
of coursework in Imaging Principles and Cross-Sectional Anatomy, the
approval and implementation of the Health Physics minor, and development
of an extension program in Brevard.

During 1983-84 Dr. Jo Edwards was

on leave to work with Kuwait University in developing the Radiologic Sciences
program.
director.

Late in the academic year Dr. Jo Edwards resigned as program
Plans and surveys were also made to begin an extension of the

radiography program at the Brevard Life Long Learning Center.

Provided

enough students enroll in the professional coursework, Mr. Phil Maynard
will be assigned to the position in Brevard.

The faculty in Radiologic

Sciences were active in research having published two articles and developed
a slide-tape presentation on cross-sectional anatomy.

In addition, six

presentations were made to regional and national conferences.
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Respiratory Therapy
The Respiratory Therapy Program continued to expand its teaching
role for the Respiratory Therapy Program, the Health Sciences Program,
and the Public Health Program.

A major teaching portion of the UCF

public health program was provided by faculty within the Respiratory
Therapy Program as well as funding through the Quality Improvement
Program.

Dr. Acierno assumed the role of coordinator of the Public Health

Program upon the resignation of Dr. Owen Elder, Jr.

Within the Respiratory

Therapy Program improvements were made in the content of the clinical
courses and the development of a pulmonary physiology laboratory manual.
Faculty in the Respiratory Therapy Program continued efforts in research
having

published one article in an international journal and three articles

in national journals.
meetings.

In addition, four presentations were made to regional

Continuing education played an

Five seminars were offered and a
cardiology.
tota~ing

impo~tant

role in the program.

training program developed in nuclear

One grant was received by the Respiratory Therapy Program

$3,000 for the investigation of immune mechanisms in thrombolytic

therapy with intravenous steptokinase.
Short Term Plans
Specific short term goals and plans for each program or department
in the College of Health are noted in the attached reports (Appendix 1).
In general, teaching efforts will be increased in the College in order to
continue maximizing the student credit hours produced.

The use of video

tapes has greatly improved the efficiency of our faculty to off er several
sections of the same course.

Research efforts in the College will continue
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to be enhanced.

During 1983-84 most faculty were involved in some form

of research, and many have had articles published.
have also been

Faculty in the College

very active in workshops and seminars attended and presented.

This, of course, provides a good

measure of faculty currency.

Graduate

opportunities in the College will increase as more emphasis are added to the
Master of Health Sciences degree program and development is begun on the
Master of Science in Nursing.
The College of Health has begun to develop plans to relocate in the
"old" College of Engineering building.

Presently the relocation will have

given the College an overall increase in square footage of 45%.

This

increase, of course, will be distributed among the various program/departments
as need and justification merit.

It is noted, however, that the minimal

increase begins to provide the College with space for teaching and research
that has been severely lacking over the past

thr~e

years.

Long Range Plans
The College of Health will continue to seek better ways to recruit
quality students and faculty, increase student credit hour production, and
promote cost-effectiveness while maintaining high standards in our program.
Recruiting efforts for students and faculty will continue to address the
problem of proper minority representation in keeping with the University of
Central Florida Affirmative Action Plan.

Plans for the College of Health

will include strengthening the present programs by providing research
facilities and increasing the number of faculty.

As noted in the University

ten year plan, new programs will be saught in public health, nursing, physical
therapy, occupational therapy and health sciences.

While the advent of re-
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locating in the "old" engineering building is evident, the College will
continue to seek a new building built to the necessary specifications
required of health programs.

Continuing education for health care pro-

fessions will be a continued goal of the College.

In addition, continuing

education for the health care consumer will be enhanced to educate persons
to more fully utilize the health care system and maintain their own personal
health.

External funding will be aggressively saught to offset the financial

needs of the College in relation to the regular allocation made by the
University.
Areas in Need of Improvement
The areas in need of improvement in the College of Health include
research efforts, space for appropriate teaching and research, and the
necessary expense and OCO dollars to run a quality College of Health.

Plans

for addressing these improvement needs have been addressed earlier.
However, some progress will be made by a relocation of the College in the
present engineering building and the availability of research space.
In all, the College of Health has seen a good deal of turnover of
faculty and administrators during 1983-84.

It is strongly hoped that 1984-85

and the future will begin to provide some stability in programs which will
make the College of Health at the University of Central Florida one of the
outstanding Colleges in the United States.
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1983-84
PROGRAM/DEPARTMENT
ANNUAL REPORT
Communicative Disorders
Medical Record Administration
Medical Technology
Nursing
Radiologic Sciences
Respiratory Therapy

ME M0 R A N D U M

TO:

Thomas Mendenhall, Interim Dean
College of Health

FROM:

David IL Ingram, Interim Chair

Communicative Disorders
SUBJ:

Department Annual Report

DATE:

October 11, 1984

---------------------------------------------------~-------------------------

Significant Events of the Year
INSTRUCTION
Dr. Hedrick
Teaching Activities:
1.

2.

Summer
Fall
Spring

.56
.74
.64

Semester

Course

Summer

SPA-5553
SPA-5553L
SPA-6918
SPA-6946
SPA-4402
SPA-4402L
LIN-3710
LIN-3710L
SPA-6908
SPA-6918
SPA-6403
SPA-5805
SPA-6918
SPA-6908

II

II
II

Fall
II
II
11
11
11

Spring
II

II

II

.65

Average

Enrollment

Lecture Laboratory

15
15
4(out of 15)

4

2
·2

19
19
22
22

19
22

3

4
9
8
3

1

3.

New Course Preparation:

4.

Special Course REquirements:

5.

Laboratory Development: · SPA-4402L

SPA-4402
None

9

19
22
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6.

Research Reports Supervised:

7.

Thesis Supervised:

None

8.

Independent Study:

Fall: 1983 Gary Irwin &Patti Anastario
Spring: 1984, Julie Gonzalez

9.

Intern Supervision:

Summer:

Summer: 1983 Gary Irwin
Fall: 1983 Jan Somers
Susan Rushing
Patricia Trippe
Spring: 1984 Deborah Harrigan
Lisa Levine
Jacqueline Sullivan

1983, Gary Irwin

10.

Average Number of Students Assigned for Advisement:

11.

Other:

25

Three hour presentation to Senior level education students
(learning disabilities) on langauge development and disorders.

Or. Ingram

Teaching Activities
.35
.. 47
.56

1.

Summer
Fall
Spring

2.

Semester

Course

Summer

SPA-5553
SPA-5225L
SPA-6505
SPA-6908(3)
SPA-6908(4)
SPA-6908(3)
SPA-5458
SPA-3550
SPA-3550L
SPA-4201
SPA-4201L
SPA-u211
SPA-6211L

II
II

"
II
II

Fall
II
II

Spring
II

II
II

3.

Average F.T.E.
Enrollment

Lecture

4
1
2
2
2

1
12
21
21
22
22
7
7

.46
Laboratory
3

1
2

3
4
3
3

3
2
3

1
3

1

SPA-5225, Fluency, and 4201, Articulation were taught for the first
times on the semester system and were revised significantly. New
texts were added in each course.
New Material was added to 6211- Voice Disorders and the format was
changed from "lecture" to "lecture-seminar". Live demonstration
therapy was also added.
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Dr .. Mullin
1.

2.

Summer
Fall
Spring

.33
1.00
1.00

Average FTE

Semester

Course

Summer

SPA-6505
SPA-3052
SPA-3001*
SPA-3112
SPA-3112L
SPA-4030*
SPA-6345

II

Fall

"

"
Spring
"

Enrollment

77.67

Lecture

Laboratory

9

1
30
21
20
24
3

*Formal evaluation conducted
3.

New Course Preparation: Special preparation of review of speech and
language therapy techniques were required during summer 83 since I
was used in supervising both graduate and undergraduate students in
speech and language services in clinic. Spring 84 required total revision of graduate course SPA-6345 since this was my first time teaching this course under newly revised graduate offerings.
Laboratory Development: Had to develop new lab materials that could
be used by graduate student assistants in teaching SPA-3112L.

4.

Average Number of Students Assigned for .Advisement:

5.

Two hour presentation to Senior level nursing atudents on
otolaryngological procedures used in medicine and audiology.

None

Dr. Utt
1.

2.

Summer
Fall
Spring
Summer 83
Fall
83
Fa 11 83
Fall 83
Spring 83
II
II

II

.25
.90

( . 83)
( 1. 0)

.94

( 1. 0)

Average

Clinic Practicum
Psychoacoustics
*Diagnostics Audiology
Clinic Practicum
Physical Bases
*Aural Rehab.
Clinic Practicum
Clinic Practicum

.7385
3 Lab.

4 Leet.
3 Leet.
1 Lab
3 Leet.
4 Leet.
1 Lab.
2 Lab.

3.

Psychoacoustics (SPA-5132) was taught for the first time.

4.

Psychoacoustics required the development of extensive
laboratory experiments.
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5.

Summer Jean Dunham
Fall
Gary Irwin
Spring Kathy Nelsen

6.

Indirect supervision:

7.

Nominated for UCF Foundation Award for Excellence in Teaching

RESEARCH AND PUBLICATIONS
1.

Aural Rehab.
Internship
Aural Rehab.
Susan Rushing
Pam Judge
Gary Irwin
Julie Gonzalex
Janice Rhodes

Dr. Hedrick

Summer 0
Fall
.02
Spring .05

Average

.023

2.

Sponsored Research:

None

3.

Proposal Presentation: Preparation of a proposal for State sponsored
grant, "Competencies of Speech Language Clinicians and Educators of
the Hearing Impaired"; 2 year Grant, $25,ooo· per year; Project Director.

4.

Unsponsored Research:

5.

Publication of Professional Papers:

None

Hedrick, D.L., and Kemp, J.C., "Communicative Intervention with
Retarded Children", Topics in Language Disorders. Accepted August
1984.

HEDRICK, D.L., Prather, E. and Tobin, A., Sequenced Inventory of
Communication Development: Revised, University of Washington
Press, Seattle: In Press
Aker, J., and HEDRICK, D.L., "Assessing syntax Usage in Middle School
Children", Language Speech and Hearing in the Schools. Accepted for
publication, will be published in 1985.
Bollinger, R.L., and HEDRICK, D.L.,"The Screening Test of Diotic
Listening. Submitted to the University of Washington Press,
Seattle, March, 1984.
6.

Presentation of Professional Papers:
Hedrick, O.L. "Intervention with the Adolescent Retarded Child",
Refereed minisem1nor, Spring Convention, Florida Language Speech
and Hearing Convention, Miami, Fl., May, 1984.
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~

7.

Other Publications:

8.

Creative Activities:

None
None

Dr. Ingram
.50
.03
.03

1.

Summer
Fall
Spring

2.

One day workshop on "Innovations in Articulation Treatment",
Daytona, Fl. 2/84. Volusia County Speech-Language Clinicians.

Average F.T.E.

.18

Dr. Mullin
1.

Summer
Fall
Spring

0

Average F. T. E.

.13

.076

.10

2.

Sponsored Research:

None

3.

Proposed Preparation: Detailed research proposal submitted to dean
from Dr. Coleman and I on how to analyze course effectiveness. New
course out of communicative disorders (Biomedical communications
also submitted for future offering by College· b~.Health.

4.

Unsponsored Research: Continuation of Individual Research on
hearing aid technology. Article in March 1? issue of Orlando
Sentinel has met with significant positive feedback from professional
community.

5.

Publication of Professional Books or papers:

None

6. Presentation of Professional Papers: MULLIN, T.A., Recent advancements in Hearing Aid Technology, Deland Speech and Hearing Center.
10/83. Deland, Fl.
7.

Other Publications:

None

8.

Creative Activities: Assisted two faculty members outside area but
in College of Health in re-writing promotion and/or tenure package.
Assisted nursing faculty in 2 research proposals. Presented seminars
with Dr. Utt on Nerve deafness on 2/11 and 2/12 at the National
Retirement Exposition in Orlando.

Dr. Utt

1.

Summer
Fall
Spring

.50

(.83)

.05

(1.0)

.01

(1.0)

Average

.1978

trV

2.

Underwater Sonar Acoustic Signature Dictionary, Utt, 5/4/83 8/30/84, US Navy; In-House award $7,699 . .

3.

Computer Hearing Aids, Utt, Whitaker

4.

"Computer Hearing Aids," a paper to be presented May 5, 1984.
at Florida Language, Speech and Hearing Association.

Foundatio~,

$45,000.

"Audiometric Measures Comparison", a paper to be presented May 5,
1984, at Florida language, Speech and Hearing Association.
5.

"The Effects of Amplification on the Sociability of Older Adults."
This article has been favorable reviewed for publication in the
Ear and He~ri!!.g_ professional journal (a refereed journal).

6.

Nominated for UCF Foundation

Awa~d . for

Excellence in Research.

c. .coutiNUING "EDUCATION-"
Or. Hedrick

1. Attend monthly meetings with selected Private Practioners and
County Personnel (orange co.) to discuss professional issues
and new clinical trends.
2.

Attended the American Speech-language-Hearing Convention in Orlando,
July, 1984.

3.

Attended Weekend with the Experts, Speaker: Dr. David Ingram
(Vancouver, B.C.) Jan. 1984 and Speaker Mrs. Jane Ruk~, April, 84.

4.

Bradenton Co. Schools - Bradenton, Fl. Workshop, "Evaluation and
Management in Pragmatics", April, 1984.

5.

Consulting Activities:
May 15 , 1984 .

6.

Professional Organization Membership:

Consulting to Hillsbourgh Co. Schools,

ASHA, American Speech-Language-Hearing Association
FLASHA, Florida language Speech and Hearing Association
National Council of Graduate Programs in Speech language Pathology
and Audiology.
Dr. Ingram:

None

Dr. Mullin

Attendence at Professional Meetings:

FLASH~,

Spring Convention, 1984.
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Professional Organization Membership: ASHA, American Industrial
Hygiene Association., American Society of Safety Engineers.
Or. Utt:

D.

None

COM~IUN ITV

SERVI CE

Dr. Hedrick
Committee Service:
University Member, Graduate Council
Library Committee
Sponsored Travel
Author's Committee
"
Graduate Self Study
Liason, Town & Gown
Member, Project Outreach Search Committee
College Member, Executive Committee
Department Member, Chair-Search Committee
11
11
11

Public Service:
a.

Chair, Presidents' Advisory Committee, Florida
Language Speech and Hearing Association (FLASHA)

b.

Member, Advisory Board of the Infant Hearing Program, State of
Florid.

c.

Member, Advisory Board of the Communication Systems Evaluation
Center, Orange County Schools.

d.

Reviewer, Evaluation of the Speech and Language Department of the
Orange Ch. Schoo 1s, Jan. , 1984.

e.

Member, State Steering Committee for Speech and Hearing Services
in the Schools, a Committee of the Department of Education .

. f.

Legislative Councilor, representing the State of Florida on the
Legislative Council of the American Speech-Language-Hearing Association.

g.

Member, Task Force for the Southeastern Regional American SpeechLanguage-Hearing-Language Convention to be held in Orlando, July,
1984.

3.

Public Relations Activities:

a.

Presentation, Council of Exceptional Children, Seminole County.
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Or. Ingram

1.

2.

Summer
Fall
Spring

.00

.17
.17

Departmental
University
College
FL ASHA

Average F.T.E.

.11

Chair-Admissions
Member Curriculum
Sabatical Leave
Honorary Degree
Member-Admissions
Member-Personell
Member-Public Relations

Or. Mullin
1.

Summer
Fall
Spring

0
.05
.05

Average F. T. E.

.033

2.

Committee Service: Department bylaws, graduation marshall, Search
committee for chair, comp. exams committee, college personnel
committee, community college recruitment.

3.

Public Service:

4.

Public Relations Activities:
December, 83.

5.

Attendence at Workshops, Seminars, ETC. as Learner:

6.

Workshops, Seminars, Etc. Conducted: College of Extended Studi~s;
Industrial Hearing Conservation, Langford Hotel, Winter Park, Fall
83. College of Extended Studies; Pre-Licensure seminar for
Department of Professional regulation exam for Hearing aid despensing.
UCF, Jan. 84. College of Extended Studies: Hearing Conservation, two
day seminar, Spring 84. Hearing aid technology workshop - Oklahoma
City, OK. December 20-21, 1983.

7.

Consulting Activities: Supervised two audiologists for CCC during
their clinical fellowship year which involved 20 visitations and
supervision of clinical skills (Kathleen Beydek, Nancy Jacobson)
no fee. Supervised Carol Ressler for DPR traineeship as required
for hearing aid dispensing (no fee).

UFF special representative.
Winter Springs Sertoma quest speaker

Dr. Utt
1.

Summer
Fa 11
Spring

O

. 05
. 05

Average

.0353

None
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E.

2.

Chair Curriculum Committee
Library Committee
In-House Awards Committee
Student Affairs Committee

3.

Approx if!!a te 1y 100 di ~gnos ti_ ~ ·. ~1 i ni cal·; ev:a1u~ ti ons .- .~~~e . s_u.Piervi sed
by ··Dr.. : UtL

4.

He has established a good working relationship with the Westinghouse
Corporation. Currently he is conducting a hearing conservation
program ..for Westinghouse as part of our department's fee-forservice clinic.

5.

Conducted two industrial audiometric workshops (Extended Studies)
Conducted one hearing aid technicians workshop (Extended Studies).

OTHER UNIVERSITY .DUTIES.

Or. Hedrick

1.

Summer
Fall
Spring

. 43
.20
.24

Averag~

F.T.E •. 29

2. Describe duties fully:
The duties of the Associate Chair
(a)

Assisting the Chair
Obtaining information re FTE assignments and evaluation
of faculty.
Scheduling classes and making room assignments.
Submitting departmental budget to College budget committee
Helping write Departmental Self-Study Report.

(b)

Supervising the Departmental Secretaty, Karen Davis.

(c)

Supervising student committees, SAC and SOCD.

(d)

Doing public relation activities for the Department, i.e.,
showing visitors around, etc.

The duties of the Graduate Program Coordinator
(a)

Serve as academic advisor to all graduate and post bac students.

(b)

Edit the graduate catalogue.
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Gradu~te

(c)

Complete all graduate forms required by the

(d)

Set up and monitor comprehensive examinations .

(e)

Advise students re procedures for becoming members of ASHA.

(f)

Assist students in applying for ASHA clinical certification.

Program.

Dr. Ingram
Summer
Fall
Spring

1.

.055
.33
.33

Average F.T.E.

.238

Coordinate Admissions to Undergraduate and Graduate Programs and
other administration within the program.
Dr. Mullin
Summer
Fall
Spring

1.

Utt
Summer
Fall
Spring

.08
0

Average F.T.E.

2.

Clinic Manager Summer 1983

3.

Dr. Utt volunteered and was assigned to teach two courses, summer,
1984, both of which represented new course preparations. One of
the courses, titled "Hearing Conservation," was being taught as
part of the audiology curriculum. The other course, titled
"measurements in Speech Science," was included in the speech and
language pathology curriculum. He vo1unteered to teach this course.

G.RANT.S AND CONTRACT ACTIVITY

Dr. Ingram - In-House Grant
Dr. Utt
•

.0282

0

Dr. Hedrick - None

..

.10

.

1.

F.

Average F. T. E.

. 26

Special Representative for United Faculty
of Florida. (College paid for time spent by U.F.F.).

2.
Dr.

0
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I I short Te rm P1ans

A.

Accreditation. The self study necessary for application to the Board
of Examiners of Speech Pathology &Audiology has been completed.
Accreditation has been postponed until the new chair is appointed
and the faculty is brought up to full strength. Additional space
is also necessary for accreditation.

B.

Academic Quality, The academic results of classroom teaching,
clinical supervision and other faculty-student interactions has
remained at a high level. This fact may be observed in several
ways (1) Nearly 100% of our graduates pass the national examination
(2) feedback from supervisors of internship placements is encouraging and (3) employers of our graduates are impressed and ask for
more of our graduates.

C.

Research Emphasis,Faculty will be encouraged to present and write
papers, write grants and attend professional meetings this year.
Production in this area has already been comparatively high.

D.

New Programs-Improvement on Dev~lopment In the past, pilot surveys
have indicated a very strong potential for a graduate program at
the Lifelong Learning Center at B.C.C. I hope to renew that inquiry during Spring Semester.
The faculty will be involved in planning new space in the Engineering Building.
The Clinic Manager is now on a full time fa~ulty line. A half time
career service line coordinator has also been added. We are hopin9
to add another full time supervisor in audiology.
A search will be conducted for the new department chair during the
84-85 year.

E.

Personnel Perhaps the most critical short term goal is related to
the past personnel problems. Attempts will be made to develop morale
and cohesiveness within faculty and students.

III Long Range Plans
1.

The Department will be exam1n1ng the viability of an association with
the National Sertoma Foundation. Sertoma members may be able to
provide assistance to the clinic in terms of funds for instrumentation, assistance for faculty research etc.

2.

The faculty will be considering possible variations to existing programs. New emphasis areas such as a clinical doctorat.~ i~ "A~diorr.e
try" with an emphasis on prosthetics di spens in~, · I ndustr1a1: : : .. :.
audiology, and speech science will hlso .be "tonsidered.

IV

3.

It will be critical in the next three to five years for the department to predict . new professional needs of the 11 county area serviced by UCF. The faculty will attempt to develop such a plan.

4.

Individual faculty will also be encouraged to propose three to five
year career plans.

Areas in need of Improvement
1.

The most pressing need in the program at the moment is related to
the limited number of faculty. All search candidates for the chair
last year were amazed at the faculty size. ~ost programs this size
have faculties of 7-12 members. Or. Ellis has begun to deal with
this prob 1em a1ready by assigning a full t·ime faculty 1i ne and a
half time career service line in the clinic. The department desperately needs a full time masters level audiology clinic supervisor.
This line is being considered presently. Other faculty needs will
be presented near the end of the Fall semester.

2.

As memtioned previou~ly, faculty and student morale, production of
faculty research and secreterial help have been serious problems.
Efforts from outside as well as inside the department have created
progress in some these areas.

3.

During the 83-84 academic year the department lost office, clinical
training and academic training space. We had been functioning in
cramped space previously. These critical space problems not only
affect faculty and student morale and lower ~uality of performance,
but also make it impossible to meet the lowest requirements for
national certification.
Although faculty and students have several areas to be disappointed
about and grumble, they have chosen to be positive, enthusiastic,
more cohesive, productive and make the very best of this situation.
Vle a re a success ori en ta ted department and a re very appreciative
of all the support and assistance from you, Dr. Ellis and others.
We are looking forward to an exciting year.

MEDICAL RECORD ADMINISTRATION PROGRAM
Annual Report
July 1, 1983 - June 30, 1984

The Medical Record Administration Program was relatively stable
during this academic year.
1.

Significant Events and Accomplishments of the Year
A.

Instruction
Although the faculty member other than the Director was on leave,
adequate instruction support was provided through the use of adjunct
instructors. The quality of the instruction was maintained.
The other faculty member did teach one course in the Spring semester.
Because of experience gained while on leave during the Fall semester,
the course, Coding Principles - MRE 3202, was greatly enhanced with
the inclusion of instruction in DRG's. The faculty member's experience and this instruction will significantly benefit the students. ·
Course catalog changes were made to reflect all necessary adjustments.
There were six students placed in Management Affiliation sites and
all were visited during their experience. The students returned to
campus for presentations and a general wrap-up.
There were 9 of 10 students passing the Registration Examination on
the first writing in October, 1983. The results showed that the UCF
students' test mean was 2%-8% higher than the national mean for 8
of the 9 subject areas and for the total test score. On the May, 1984
Registration Examination, the one student writing the exam for the
first time passed and the one student rewriting the exam for the first
time passed. Again, the UCF students' mean was higher than the national
mean.
Eight juniors and five seniors made the Dean's List several times during
the past year.
The f ollowup report to AMRA/CAHEA was prepared and submitted addressing
the one qualification placed on the accreditation of the Program.

B.

Research and Publications
The Program Director authored the following articles:
Meeting New Challenges in Medical Record Administration: The
Formal Educational Approach. Journal of FMRA, February, 1984.
Moving Closer to Competency Based Examinations in the Medical
Record Profession. Journal of FMRA, April, 1984.
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The Program Director co-authored the following article with Dr. Charles
Dzuiban of the College of Education:
Passing Scores and the Medical Record Administration Registration
Examination. Journal of AMR.A, February, 1984.
The following paper authored by the Program Director was included in
seminar materials presented to the Emergency Medical Technicians:
Accreditation Site Visit Survey.
C.

EMT Seminar, Orlando, April, 1984.

Continuing Education
The Program Director maintained a current level of knowledge through
attending the following meetings and seminars:
Computer and Medical Record Workshop
New Technologies and Life-Long Learning
FMRA Annual Meeting
ICA Convention
SEMRC Annual Meeting
Central Florida Medical Record Association monthly meetings

D.

Community Service
The Program Director participated in the following activities:
Member, Advisory Committee, VCC
Verification Committee for DOE,
Verification Committee for DOE,
DBCC College of Health luncheon
COH Health Fair
COH Placement Day

II.

Medical Secretary Program
Medical Secretary Programs
Medical Clerical Worker Programs
with area hospitals and agencies

Short Term Plans
A.

Accreditation
Any suggestions or recommendations resulting from the review of the
followup report by AMRA/CAHEA will be addressed.

B.

Academic Quality
Efforts are being made to fill the vacant faculty position. Continued
efforts will be exerted to maintain our current high quality.

C.

Quality Improvement Emphasis
The courses in research, computer, management and coding will be highlighted for evaluation.

D.

Research Emphasis
The Program Director will continue to attempt to get articles published
and pursue research topics.
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E.

Graduate Opportunities
The Program Director is completing coursework toward the Ed.D. degree.

III.

Long Range Plans
B.

Research Emphasis
This is an area that efforts will be ongoing.

C.

Continuing Education
Efforts will be made to of fer courses beneficial to the practitioners
in the area.

D.

Community Service
Efforts will be made to participate in activities of a community
service nature.

IV.

Areas in Need of Improvement
Need continues in the area of additional faculty support to provide
continuity and to assist in committee coverage. Budget support is at a
critical point.

MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM
Annual Report
July 1, 1983 - June 30, 1984

r.

Significant Events and Accomplishments of the Year
A.

Instruction
The objectives for both didactic and clinical courses were redeveloped
at a higher taxonomic level as required by the accreditation agency.
We were also required to revise the process of student performance
evaluation in the practicum courses. These requirements necessitated
group and individual meetings with clinical staffs to bring about a
more standardized procedure of performance evaluation. Pools of test
and study questions were developed. A new evaluation form was used on
a trial basis at one of the clinical affiliates. The results were
discussed. After further revision, the new form was approved for use
by the faculty. The objectives and revised evaluation process and
forms were submitted to the program accrediting agency. Notification
of approval of these documents was received in the Spring.
Meetings are held with each clinical staff during the Fall term to
re-discuss the events that occurred during the Spring and Summer practicum courses. These problem-solving sessions include making plans
for the next group of students to be assigned to the clinical affiliates.
One student did not satisfactorily complete a practicum course which
necessitated dropping him from the program. His subsequent appeal to
affirmative action off ice involved faculty in meetings with College
Academic Standards Committee, University lawyer, affirmative action
office and student.
A comprehensive examination is given to the seniors at the end of the
practicum courses. After an analysis, the students are informed of
their weaker areas. This enables them to concentrate studying on these
areas in preparation for the national certification examination. The
results are also used by faculty as part of evaluation of courses in
the curriculum. The comprehensive was completely revised this year.
Putting it on the word processor will make future updating easier for
faculty and the secretary.
Graduates of the program continue to perform well on national certification and state licensure examinations with 100% passing. Summary of
the Board of Registry examination results are:
Program mean P-score
National mean P-score

0.834
0.778

A laboratory manual was developed by Mrs. Heinsohn for the Hematology
course. This is being sold through the bookstore to offset printing
costs. An outline for offering a special topics course at the graduate
level was developed (Clinical Immunology)
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B.

Research and
1.

b.

c.

Thirty-six page chapter entitled Irilmunology of Food Antigens;
International Review on Food Allergy; Marcel Dekker Publications, 270 Madison Ave, New York City 10016.
IN PRESS
Abstract: "Isolation and Characterization of the Antigenic
Components in Callistemon and Melaleuca Pollen by Tandem
Crossed Immunoelectrophoresis." B.E. Stanaland; R.S. White,
R.N. Gennaro; S. D. Klotz and M. J. Sweeney. American Society
of Microbiology; 84th Annual Meeting, St. Louis, MO.
Abstract: "Isolation and Immunochemical Characterization of
of Melaleuca, Callistemon, and Paspalidium Water Soluble
Proteins Using Isoelectric Focusing." A. Fliss, M. F. Ventura,
R. S. White, R. N. Gennaro, S. D. Klotz and M. J. Sweeney;
American Society of Microbiology; 84th Annual Meeting, St. Louis.

Submitted for Publication:
a.
b.

3.

Publicat~ons

Publications
a.

2.
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"Manual of Laboratory Exercises for Hematology." B. F. Heinsohn.
F .A. Davis Company /Publisher.
"Laboratory Medicine in Africa." Journal of Medical Technology.
Accepted for publication after certain revisions.

Presentations:
a.

Dr. Sweeney: The following were presented at the American
Association for Clinical Immunology and Allergy Meeting:
1. Practical Immunology of the Allergic State
2. Preparation and Storage of Allergens
3. Immunization - Techniques, Pitfalls, Dangers and Liabili,ties
4. Inhalant and Ingested Allergens
5. Immunologic Findings in Migraine and the Effect of Heparin
Therapy. Poster presentation with S. D. Klotz, E. ThonnardNewmann. Florida Medical Association, Inc. llOth Annual
Meeting.
6. Difficulties in the Diagnosis and Evaluation of Flood
Allergy. 5th Annual International Gastroenterology Conference.
7. a. Fundamental Concepts of Allergy
b. Fluorescent Tissue Techniques for the Diagnosis of
Immunologic Skin Disorders
These two were presented at the Allergy for the Clinician
Seminar sponsored by Pharmacia Diagnostics and Orlando
Regional Medical Center.

b.

Mrs. Heinsohn: Preparation of an abstract for a speech to be
given Summer, 1984 in Perth, Australia, at the International
Association of Medical Laboratory Technology Meeting.

c.

Ms. Kangelos:
1. Preparation of program for Education Workshop to be held
Summer, 1984.
2. Coordinator for two CDC Workshops at request of Florida
HRS (Mycology and Advanced Parasitology)
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4.

5.
C.

Unsponsored Research in Progress
a.

Dr.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Sweeney:
T& B Cell Populations in Innnunologically Comprised Patients
IgE Inhibition Assay
Transfer Factor Immunotherapy
Immune Complex Determinations
Immunochemical Characteristics of Allergens

b.

Mrs. Heinsohn:
None

c.

Ms. Kangelos:
1. Evaluation of connnercial kits used in area clinical laboratories
2. Investigating immunohematology problem for preparation of
case study materials
3. Pursued research project with State Personnel Licensing
Section, HRS.

Dr. Sweeney continued his supervision of graduate students in research
activities.

Continuing Education
1.

D.
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Attended as Learner:
a.

Dr. Sweeney:
Journal Club of Clinical Allergy and Immunology at USF

b.

Mrs. Heinsohn:
Laboratory Diagnosis of Intestional Protozoa - C.D.C.
Annual Meeting of Seminars of Florida Division, American Society
for Medical Technology
Writing for Professional Publications, a six-weeks course at UF

c.

Ms. Kangelos:
Annual Meeting and Seminars, Florida Division - American Society
for Medical Technology
Writing for Professional Publication, a six-week course at UF
Blood Transfusion Problems Workshop. Central Florida Blood Bank,
Orlando, FL

Community Service
1.

University
The Medical Technology faculty served on many University and College
committees including the University Self-Study.

2.

Public Service
Faculty served as speakers at Career Days at Oviedo High School;
Orange/Seminole Medical Auxillary; served as judges at the Regional
Science and Engineering Fairs; Reviewer for State Licensure Examination for Florida HRS; served on Board of Regional Chapter of Multiple
Sclerosis Society, Florida Heart Institute; non-paid consultants for
Central Florida Blood Bank Education Program; and guest lecturers in
local area hospitals; non~paid consultant for parasitology laboratory.
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Grant and Contract Activity
Funded:
Pertussis Vaccine Antigens Modulating Macrophages (U.S.F.) T. Klein,
S. Pross, H. Friedmand and M. J. Sweeney. $28,613.00 NIH Funded.
NIH 5001AI15108-02
NIH 5001AI15108-03
Mitral Valve Prolapse
M.J. Sweeney, L. Acierno; $8,000.00 funded In-House Grant
Health Workshop FY '84
Marilyn Kangelos; $4,000.00 funded Federal Vocational Funds; Department
of Education, Vocational Division

II.

SHORT TERM PLANS
A.

Accreditation
Orlando Regional Medical Center - Orange Division has indicated interest
in affiliating with our Program. The supplement agreement will be
negotiated and necessary documents submitted to NAACLS and CAHEA for
approval. The supplement agreements with Winter Haven will be reviewed.
Winter Haven wants to lower the number of students assigned for Practicums. The Lakeland agreement will also be renegotiated.

B.

D.

Academic Quality
1.

The procedure and form for the mid-term student progress evaluation
in the practicum courses needs to be reviewed and revised.

2.

Analyze each course content with discussion of predicted changes
evolving in profession due to effect of DRGs and governmental
reimbursement schedule.

3.

Analyze FTE productivity and made adjustments in Program.

4.

Analyze cost of teaching each course on campus.

5.

Make concerted effort in recruitment of students.

Research Emphasis
Faculty will work jointly to expand our efforts in research by submitting
proposals for funding.

E.

F.

Graduate Opportunities
1.

The Special Topics Course, Clinical Immunology, will be added to
the MSHS Curriculum

2.

Develop other graduate level courses for the Medical Technologists.

New Programs Improvement or Development
Continuing Education will be required for re-licensure and re-certification.
Investigate the mechanisms for being listed as a "Provider" and begin
making plans for developing seminars/workshops in this area.
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LONG RANGE PLANS
Items listed in short-term will continue as long term, but emphasis will
be to expand Program F.T.E. productivity each year and development of
graduate level courses.

rv.

AREAS IN NEED OF IMPROVEMENT
As stated evaluate F.T.E. productivity and try to increase in order to be
funded to meet needs of laboratory courses.

I
I

Department of · Nursing
1

I

I

Annual tReport

1983: 84
I.

Significant Events and Accomplishments of the Year:

A.

Instruction
In response to our 1983 curriculum evaluation, revisions were made in
our curriculum during Fall, 1983, and approved by the Florida Board of Nursing and the U.C.F. Undergraduate Curriculum Committee during Spring, 1984.
These changes basically expand the students' opportunity to explore specific
areas of nursing, streng~hen selected courses, and correct problems in the
credit-by-examination process for R.N. 's.

B.

Research and Publications
Every fulltime nursing faculty member was involved in one or more
research or creative projects this year! (I believe this is the first year
our department has had 100% involvement.)
A summary of these activities is as follows:
1) Research
a) Sponsored: 1 study
b) Unsponsored or pending:

16 studies and/or proposals.

2) Publications
a) Published this year: 3 (1 article, 1 textbook contribution, 1
booklet/manual).
b) Additional manuscripts submitted/pending: 4.
3) Related Activities
1) Research consultation to a health agency.
2) Serving on a statewide research review committee.
3) Presentation at a national conference.
4) Two nursing faculty sharing the 1984 College of Health Distinguished
Author's Award, and
5) Two projects completed via in house Instructional Development Grants.
C.

Continuing Education
The two-semester Neonatal Nurse Clinician certificate program graudated
23 students in 1984. This program was offered through the U.C.F. College of
Extended Studies in cooperation with Orlando Regional Medical Center.
Nursing faculty also taught 21 continuing education offerings for
various groups (e.g., health agencies, professional organizations).

2

n.

Community Service
In addition to the activites reported as research-related or continuing education offerings, nursing faculty also served in the following
capacities :

1) Dep't. of Nursing representation on local and state boards: 11.
2) Dep't. of Nursing representation on local, state, and national
committees: 13.
3) Nursing faculty serving as consultants to health agencies, etcJ: 3.
4) Nursing faculty involvement in other roles (e.g., other organizational service, direct service to clients, health fairs, etc.:
13.
5) Dep't. of Nursing representation on U.C.F. committees: 21.
6) Dep't. of Nursing representation on College of Health committees:
16.
7) Faculty representation on departmental corrnnittees: 34.

E.

Grant and Contract Activity
Activity in these areas was reported in previous headings as sponsored
research (1 study) ., consultation (3 agencies) and continuing education (some
voluntary and · some with gratuity or small fees). Several grant proposals
are also in progress and/or undergoing revisions to be resubmitted.

[l.

Short-Term Plans
A.

Accreditation

1. Following our 1984 site visit, the Florida Board of Nursing granted our
accreditation for an extended period, through December 1, 1985.
2. Our National League for Nursing accreditation is valid until 1989.
3. The U.C.F. Honor Society of Nursing is applying for national charter via
Sigma Theta Tau National Honor Society for Nursing. The application is
due in October, 1984, and is a rather involved process, including a site
visit by a national officer, which may fall in Spring or Fall, 1985.
B.

Academic Quality

1. See I. A. Instruction regarding curriculum revisions.
2. The Dep't. of Nursing continues to seek to maintain high academic
standards within the Department. Scores of graduates writing the
licensure examinations for Registered Nurses continue at a 98% passing
rate, one of the highest of any BSN program in the South.
C.

Quality Improvement Emphasis
In addition to curriculum rev1s1ons and maintenance of academic
standards, the Dep't. of Nursing was also involved last year in the development of an instructional module, several videotapes, an additional course
workbook, and other tools to improve the quality of instruction. Several
of the research projects also focused on improving quality (e.g., evaluation
of effects of certain curriculum changes, influences on student performance,
etc.)
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D.

Research Emphasis

J

(See I. B. Research and Publications for comments regarding 100% faculty
involvement in research/creative activity_ last year.)
An ad hoc committee was also formed within the Department to encourage
and explore group research and grant opportunities.

E.

Graduate Opportunities
Although finances and workload in 1983-84 were not conducive to development of our long-range goal of a graduate program in nursing here at U.C.V.,
communication and cooperation with the Orlando-based cluster of the UF
Graduate Program in Nursing has improved during the past year. Several
faculty have been invited to be guest lecturers or serve on thesis corrnnittees
for the first time, and the possibility of utilizing graduate assistants or
graduate students enrolled in practicums here at U.C.F. is being explored.
Five of our faculty are also enrolled in doctoral studies at three
universities, which has been encouraged and supported via scheduling, etc.

F.

New Program/Professional Emphasis
In Fall, 1983, the clinical component of the R.N. to BSN program opened
at the Brevard Lifelong Learning Center. For the first time, faculty were
based at Brevard, including a coordinator. Eight students have graduated
from the program, fifteen are enrolled fulltime, and about 20 are enrolled
part-time.
In Spring, 1984, a special allocation was offered to open the clinical
component of the R.N. to B.S.N. program at our Daytona Campus
beginning
Fall, 1984. With assistance from our Brevard faculty and several adjuncts,
a reduced-load schedule has been developed which allows R.N.'s to work parttime during enrollment, while reducing the initial cost of the program to
the university. Results will be evaluated at the end of the 1984-85 year.
In both R.N. programs, courses are concentrated during two evenings,
two days, and/or weekends to acconnnodate R.N.'s on all shifts.

[II.

Long Range Plans
A.

New Programs/Professional Emphasis
Course offeringstailored to the needs of R.N.'s, similar to the Daytona
and Brevard programs, have been requested by area hospitals. The possibility
of a certificate program in critical care has been raised by one hospital,
and eventually we do hope to develop a Master's program in nursing.

B.

Research Emphasis
Further research emphasis will
ing faculty complete the doctorate,
program here. Significant research
in workload, increase in budget, or
aged and explored.

hopefully evolve naturally as more nursespecially if we develop a graduate
productivity would require a reduction
~utside funding, which is always encour-
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c.

Continuing Education
Policies governing continuing education offerings for nurses at U.C.F.
need to become competitive with other providers in the area to make shortterm offerings more attractive. Certificate programs such as critical care
offered in cooperation with area hospitals, appears to be a possibility if
adequate funding can be obtained.

D.

Community Service
This is currently a very strong area within our Dep't. as our contact
with over 60 health agencies leads us naturally to invitations to speak,
consult, and offer our expertise to assist in a variety of roles.
Faculty have expressed an interest in developing a faculty practice
clinic which would offer the opportunity for role~modeling for student
observations, integration of practice and research, and experimentation with
innovative methods of practice in combination with community service.

IV.

Areas in Need of Improvement
Although some improvements have been made this year, we need to continue
efforts to increase funding, reduce costs, and generally be more cost-effective.
We also need to continue present efforts to reduce faculty workload to a
level which is more comparable to other university faculty and more ·conducive
to research and publications.
Faculty relationships and morale, both within and beyond the department, are
also an area in which improvement is a continuing goal.

Radiologic Sciences Program
Annual Report
1983-84

I.

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS
A.

Instruction
The Radiologic Sciences Program has expanded coursework to include a
course in Special Imaging Principles (RTE 3932) and Cross-Sectional
Anatomy (RTE 3720). The Cross-Sectional Anatomy course was initially
developed and presented as part of the Extended Studies Program in
Diagonstic Medical Sonography. An optign in Health Physics was
approved and implemented. An Extension Studies program designed to
meet the needs of practicing Radiographers was approved for implementation
through Brevard Campus.

B.

Research and Publications
In the area of publications Philip Maynard has an article entitled
"Individualized Instruction: Educational Theory or Practical Method"
published in the National Professional Journal Radiologic Technology,
a one-time slide type presentation on cross-sectional anatomy published
by the American Society of Radiologic Technologists, and an article
entitled "Malpractice Prophylaxis" published in the Trop-X-Ray, a
regional journal. Mr. Edwards served as member of editorial board for
Mosby's Rad Tech Assess Test, C.V. Mosby Co. 1984.

C.

Continuing Education
The following courses were approved for continuing education credits
by the Department of Health and Rehabilitation Services in an effort
to meet this need of practicing radiographers:
Methods in Radiology Management
Pathophysiologic Mechanisms
Cross-Sectional Anatomy
Medical Physics
Tom Edwards and Philip Maynard also sponsored a 4 hour continuing
education program through UCF in October, 1983.
The following presentations were made by program faculty:
a.

Author: Thomas J. Edwards, III
Title:
An Approach to Quality Assurance for Small Radiologic Facilities
Agency: Annual Meeting, American Society of Radiologic Technologists (ASRT)
Location: Baltimore, Maryland
Date:
July 1983
National
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I.

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS continued
Thomas J. Edwards, III
Teaching Quality Assurance
Annual Meeting, Association of University Radiologic Technologists
(AURT)
Location: Baltimore, Maryland
Date: July, 1983
National

b.

Author:
Title:
Agency:

c.

Author:
Thomas J. Edwards, III
Title:
A Systems Approach to Teaching Quality Assurance
Agency:
Annual Meeting, American Society of Radiologic Technologists (ASRT)
Location: Baltimore, Maryland
Date:
July, 1983
National

d.

Author:
Title:
Agency:
Location:
Date:
Regional

e.

Author: Thomas J. Edwards, III
Title:
Implementing Quality Assurance in Your Hospital
Agency: Southeastern Conference of Radiologic Technologists
Location: Knoxville, Tenn.
Date: February, 1984
Regional

f.

Author:
Title:
Agency:

D.

Community Service

Thomas J. Edwards, III
Establishing a Course in Quality Assurance
31st Annual Mid-Eastern Conference of Radiologic Technologists
Philadelphia, Pa.
October, 19 83

Philip R. Maynard
Clinical Instruction: Methods and Evaluation Procedures
Annual Conference, Association of University Radiologic
Technologists
Location: Baltimore, Maryland
Date:
July, 1983
National

Tom Edwards participated in presentations on health careers at Oviedo
High School, St. Johns Elementary, and Project Outreach. Philip Maynard
participated in health career day at Satellite High School.
Mr. Edwards served as Chairman of the Quality Assurance Committee for
ASRT, Chairman at JRC Site Survey Team for Shelby State Community College
and Judge for the Science and Engineering Fair in April.
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I.

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS continued

Mr. Maynard served as President of the Florida Society of Radiologic
Technologists, President-Elect of the Association of University Radiologic
Technologists, and President-Elect of the Central Florida Society of
Radiologic Technologists.
II.

SHORT TERM PLANS
A.

Quality improvement emphasis this year will focus on the Brevard Extension
Program. Philip Maynard has been appointed Coordinator of this program.
During this year he will be developing independent study course materials
in order to increase the availability of Radiologic Sciences courses to
staff technologists throughout the state.
The 1983-84 academic year is the first year that the Health Physics
Technology Option will be implemented. Due to the limited number of
students in the Health Physics Technology Option, degree programs are
being designed to meet the career goals of the individual student.
Some of the Option courses will be offered by independent study in
conjunction with the Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services.

B.

An additional course has been added to the Radiologic Sciences curriculum
for the 1984-85 academic year, RTE 3720, Anatomy for the Medical Imager.
This course is designed to provide the student with a knowledge of crosssectional anatomy as demonstrated in imaging modalities such as CT scanning,
Magnetic Resonance Imaging and Ultrasound.

C.

Central Florida Regional Hospital was approved this summer as an additional
major clinical affiliate. Students were placed in that facility during the
summer semester. The program will be seeking the approval of the Radiation
Therapy Department of Florida Hospital, Orlando for the placement of therapy
students in that facility.

D.

The faculty will continue to monitor the implementation of the Radiation
Therapy Option. Separate course sections will be established for those
classes taught at Halifax Hospital. A review of the degree programs of
all of the students enrolled in this option is planned this year.

E.

The faculty plan to investigate the possibility of increasing the
availability of Radiologic Sciences courses to staff radiographers in the
Orlando area. Local interest has been expressed in offering courses in
the early evening. Several technologists enrolled in the Quality Assurance
course offered this summer.

F.

The faculty plan to develop a comprehensive examination which will be
used as a criterion for promotion from the junior to senior level.

G.

The faculty plan to attend the RSNA Annual Meeting to be held in Washington
D.C. This meeting is held in conjunction with the AURT Annual Meeting.
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III.

LONG RANGE PLANS

The faculty perceive a need to further expand the scope of the program
to include the more recent technical innovations in medical imaging
including Computed To~ography (CT), ~igital Subtraction Imaging (.DSI) '·
Sonography and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI). During the 1984-85 academic year two new i~ag~ng options will be planned for implementation
in 1985-86. These include a Nuclear Medicine/Ultrasound Option and a
Computed Tomography/DSI Option. Students interested in these speciality
areas would complete additional course work and clinical experiences · in
these modalities.
In addition to the additional optjons described above, the faculty plans
to develop accredited ~egree programs in Ultrasound and Nuclear H~dicLne
Technnlogy. With the implementation of these programs, an applicant
could select a single or multiple areas of specialization and be eligible
to sit for each credentialing examination.. Personnel, space and equipment
resources would have to be increased to meet the n~eds of these additional
.programs.
IV.

AREAS IN NEED OF IMPROVEMENT
A.

In order to increase research productivity in the areas of medical
i~aging and tnerapy-, a medical physicist is needed on the faculty ,
This person would also teach in each of the planned areas of program
growth.

B.

The faculty had to rely on assistance provided by adjuncts during the
~pring and Summer semesters.
Due to the additional leave of absence
granted to Dr. M. J. Edwards and the inability of the program to fill
one of the two visiting lines) severe manpower problems are anticipated ·
during the ~984-85 academic year.

C.

Recruitment activities in the program must be increased in order to
provide a pool of qualified applicants. The significance of ~ggressive
recruitment efforts is increased in light of the development of additional
options in the program. Adequate enrollment in the Health Physics ,
Therapy, Education, Management and planned special imaging options can
only be assured by additional recruitment efforts.

D.

Technical innovations in the area of medical imaging is contributing
~o the obsolescence of the lab equipment used in the Radiologic Sciences
Program. State of the art Quality Control test equipment is needed in
order to more effectively teach the principles of Quality Control.
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I.

Significant

A~complishments

of the Year

A.

Instruction
The Program continued to expand its teaching role
within the University's environment. Sharon Douglass taught the
College of Health requirement, HSC 3328 during the summer
semester.
She continued to develop our new system of clinical
practice which involves several unique features.
This has
improved the quality of our Program significantly. Dr. Acierno
·c ontinued to offer new courses relating to the graduate program
in Public Health. _ He also took over as Coordinator of the
progr-a·m with the exit of Dean Elder. Steve Lytle and Dan
_C rittenden developed and fina'lized the E!:!iffiQ!J2!:~-~trtaiQlog~
b~g~~~Q~~-~20Y~l •
This has been put to use in the fall
semester- of 1984~. Tim Worrel 1 continued to provide excel i ·e nt
support in a qreat variety of courses, having taught eight
-diff-erent -courses in the- fall and spring semesters. His
continued assistance in the HSC 3081 course greatly boosts the
productivi t ·y of- the - ~ol l ege of Heal th and the Program •
.: A- major milsetone was reached during this year. With the
implementation of the Master of Science in Health Science
program, we were· ab-le to offer graduate courses for the first
time.
The -first student is scheduled to graduate in December of
'1984. -_

: rt 'is al-so important to note that the Respiratory Therapy
Program took much 0-f the responsibility for the Master of Public
Health Progr.affl.. Considerable resources were allocated in order
- to o~fer tha necessary courses.
Research and Publications
Attached is the Program's annual research
r ·e port_ which def.ails . this information.
Ba

C.

-Continuing Education
The Program continues to partieipate in a variety
of activities which contribute to the quality of the program. As
can be seen in the section on research activities, the faculty
have involved themselves in numerous seminars and meetings. Dr.
Acieno was inst~umental in developing a program to train
physicians in nuclear cardiology. This program brought the
College of Health a net income of approximately $5,000.
D.

Community Service
.Community service has also been an important area
of work for the program during the past year.
Most notable were Sharon Douglass' activities with the Florida
Society for Respiratory Therapy .in their successful attempt to
pass a licensing bill through the Florida Legislature. This was a
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major accomplishment for her, as President of the society and for
the profession itself.
Dr. Acierno has continued his activities
with the Florida Heart Institute which has created numerous
opportunities fof students and faculty in the College of Health.
Mr. Worrell has continued his service to a variety of on and off
campus groups.
He currently serves on 5 university level
committees and 3 statewide committees on respiratory therapy.
He has also provided support to the public school system and has
taught C.P.R. to resident advisors on campus.
Steve Lytle and
Dan Crittenden are both serving on the board of directors for the
Central Florida Lung Association.

E.

Grant and Contract Activity
Dr. Acierno was successful in obtaining a grant
from the FLorida Heart Institute for $3000. The project, which is
shared .by Dr. Sweeney, is to investigate the immune .mechanisms in
th~ombolytic therapy with intrvenous streptok"nase.
In addition
Dr·. Cr·i ttenden-- subm-i tted a proposal to the Whittaker Foundation
titled:
·Influence of Nerve Growth Factor on Alveolar Nerve
Ending ~n Newborn Cats. The proposal requests $44,709.

rI Short Term Plans ·
A. Accreditation
The Respiratory Therapy Program is fully
accredited by the- AMA.
The next period for re-accreditation will .
occur in 1986... Pl.anning is currently underway for this process._
B •. Academic Quality

The faculty continues to work toward improved
quality in: .the instructional program. Several changes were made
in the curriculum - which will result in significant improvements
in the products that we graduate.
These changes relate. directly
to the current changes that are occurring in the health care
marketplace.
C. Quality Improvement Emphasis
The program will conti~ue to work toward fine
tunning the curriculum in order to obtain the best quality
product.
Several surveys of alumni and potential students will
be performed this year in or-der to determine future growth and
direction.
The key to our success in the short term lies in
making our Program more accessable to Associate of Science
graduates who are already ~ractitioners.
In addition, plans are
being formulated which will provide a component in the M.S.H.S.
program.

D. Research emphasis
Faculty are committed to improving our
involvement in this area. Several grants are in preparation at
this time.
As a goal to shoot for, each faculty will attempt to
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prepare a proposal for either in-house or extramural submission
during this year.
This past year saw a significant improvement
in our reasearch productivity as evidenced by our research
report.
l
E.

Graduate Opportunities
There is a great opportunity for the program to
develop an area of specialization within the M.S.H.S. program.
Plans are curently underway to develop a number of graduate
courses which wi11 be a part of this program.
In addition we are
presently structuring the curriculum so that numerous
opportunities will be provided to our graduates and other
qualifi·ed students.
It is our desire for this to become a major
-component of our Program in the near future.

F.

New Programs, Improvements or Developments

-To summariz~ information already presented, we
wish- ttr -=gr-ow i -n- two distinct ways: 1)develop our specialization
portion of- the: M.-s .•_R.S program, and 2)make curriculum changes
that wi.11 sigoif.i c:antl y improve access to our undergraduate
-program for people wrth the Associate of Science degree in
respi~atory therapy.
These changes will accomplish two things:
u -increase our enrollment and academic productivity, and
2>provide increased access to the educational opportunities of
our.- Pr:og r -a.m.

IIl

Long Rang-a Plans
A-.

New Program/Professional Emphasis

.Pl-ans are under development to further develop
the- plans- outlined- in secti.on III.
In addition, the Pr~gram will
be. studying very- closely the changes in the health-care industry .
to determine the - proper routes for future growth.

B.

Research Emphasis
The Program is _lo9king down every avenue in order
to find new opportunities, funding and support for research and
creative ideas.
In the future, with the move to the Engineering
Building, we should have more opportunites to actively persue our
ideas that now cannot be touched due to a lack of facilities,
particularly space.

C.

Continuing Education
This is an area where an opportunity exist for
future growth. With the passage of the Respiratory Therapy
Practice Act, every therapist in the state will be required to
meet minimum requirements for continuing education. We will no
doubt have an important role in this scenario, with an
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opportunity to offer continuing education to individuals and to
contract with hospitals for services.
D.

Comm'unity Service
Community service is an area that will continue
to be important to our program.
However, it is clear that the
area of greatest emphasis other than instruction will be research
and creative activities.
It is hoped that people will emphasize
services that will assist the community but at the same time·
provide contacts and opportunities for improved instruction and
· research activities.

!V

Areas · in Need of Improvement

There ar-e . several areas which need improvement in our
program-:
.lllncr.eased involvement in the graduate program
2>Increased . enrollment through development of the M.S.H.S
progr._am.· and .greater access by the . A. S. graduates
3>Increased space for teaching and research activities.
/This- i 5- our .number one problem/ that wi 11 hopeful 1 y be
.resolved by- the move to the Engineering Building.
4>Greater availability of animal holding ~nd care
faci l.i ties.

· attachment. - - -.
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The following activities represent the work of our program over the
past twelve months in the area of research, creactive activities,

and

other

scholarly efforts.
Articles in International Journals
CRITTENDEN, TI.~., and Beckman, D.L. "Stellate Ganglion Stimulation
with Alpha and Beta Adrenergic Blockade: Effect on Lung Lipids and ·Compliance in ·cats," Life Sciences, 34, 561-567, (1983)
Articles in National Journals
HORRELL, _L.T.,_ and ACIERNO, L.J. "Clinical Features of Asbestosis
and Jl.sbestos.is-Related Lt:Jng Carcinoma," Re.spiratory Therapy, 11_, 5, {1983).
ACIERNO,. L.J-. ., and WORRELL, L.T.
Radio l ogfc Technology~ i§_, (2), (1983).

"Cardiac:; Nuclear Imaging,"

ACIERNO, L.. J., and WORRELL, L.T. "Radionuclide Imaging in Coronary
Artery Disease/ Radiologic Technology, 55, (4), (1984).
1

Presentations at Regional Meetings
LYTLE, J~S. '.'The Utility of VISICALC," 1984 Florida Instructional
Computing. Conference, Orlando, FL, February 1984 . .
CRITTENDEN, D.J. "Pulmonary Function Testing in the Office,"
American Association for Clinical Immunology and Allergy, Orlando, FL,
October 1983.
CRITTENDEN, D.J. "Exercise Training in Pulmonary Rehabilitation of
COPD Patients," Florida Society for Respiratory Therapy, Orlando, FL,
April 1984.
Gutierrez, C. J. , ~JORRELL, L. T. , and ACIERNO, L. J. "Emp 1oyment of a
Balloon Hemodynamic Model in Generating Pressure Waveforms Similar to those
seen during Bedside Hemodynami c .Mo ni tori ng--A Comparative Study:• Florida
Academy of Sciences Annual Meeting, Boca Raton, FL, March 1984.

-2Presentations at

Semin~rs

LYTLE, J.S. "Electronic Spreadsheets Need Not be a Shocking Exper·
ience," Central Florida Community College Faculty Development Seminar,
Ocala, FL, May 1984.
LYTLE, J.S. "Microcomputer Applications for Faculty," Pasco-Hernando
Community College, Faculty Development Seminar, New Port Richey, FL, June

1984.
· LYTLE, J.S -. "Using Microcomputers _in _.Respiratory Therapy," Lifetron
Man a geme nt Semi na r , Ru s ki n , FL , J ul y 19 8 3 . :·
· LYTLE, J.S. 11 Articulation in Re.spiratory Therapy Programs," State
Depart~ent of Vocatio~al Education Meeting, Orlando, FL, August, 1983.
LYTLE, J.S. 11 Cost Saving Applications in Training using Media,"
Cost Effectiveness in Health Training Seminar, Orlando, FL, September 1983.
LYTLE, J_. S. - "The Rdl e of Computers i.n the Pulmonary Laboratory, 11
Florida Society for Respiratory Therapy, Hollywood, FL, September 19~3.
Interna 1Ty Funded Grants..and Contracts
None-

Extern-a TTy Funded ·G rants and Contracts
' ACIE-RNO, L..J._, .and SWEENEY, M. "Investigation of the Immune Mechanisms
in Thrombolytic Therapy with Intravenous Strepokinase," Florida· Heart Institute, -Orlando, FL, $3,000.00.

